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Abstract—Text matching is the process of identifying and
locating particular text matches in raw data. Text matching is a
vital component in practical applications and an essential process
in several fields. Furthermore, several dynamic techniques have
been introduced in this context in order to create ease in pattern
generation from words. The process involves matching of text
files, text mining, text clustering, association rule extraction,
world cloud, natural language processing, and text similarity
measures (knowledge-based, corpus-based, string-based, and
hybrid similarities). The string-based approach forms the most
conspicuous form of text mining applied in different cases. The
survey attempted in the present study covers a new research
premise that uses text-matching to solve problems. The study also
summarizes different approaches that are being used in this
domain.

approaches have been proposed for Text Matching. Most are
mainly based on text mining which involves keyword
matching, sequence matching and clustering. Moreover, in
matching texts, the similarity measure is used by measuring the
similarity between words, sentences, paragraphs and
documents. Measuring of similarity is considered to be an
important component in various tasks such as text
summarizing, text matching, information retrieval, automatic
essay scoring, document clustering, and machine translation
[1].
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, computer scientists are enjoying the
convenience of many advanced tools and technologies to
accomplish various tasks and duties, and pattern matching is no
exception. Text matching techniques are essential components
in practical applications in various fields. Pattern matching
refers to the process of checking a specific order or structure of
a token for the existence of the elements of a pattern. The
matching is usually exact: the result is either a match or not.
Even though there are various ways of memorizing data, the
text remains the primary form of exchanging information.
Before text is searched for patterns, it has to be structured by
using various strategies such as text matching. As a result, text
matching is the process of identifying and locating particular
text matches in raw data. Though there are many methods of
applying this process, addressing inherent problems in these
methods is needed to boost the efficiency of the process. In this
regard, this paper focuses on Natural Language Processing
(NLP) algorithms and unsupervised text mining techniques,
their inherent challenges, and ways to overcome them. Many

II.

MATCHING TEXT FILE METHODS

A. Text Mining
Text mining refers to the process of analyzing and
exploring large sets of unstructured data to identify and isolate
topics, keywords, concepts, patterns and other elements evident
in data sets. The process is becoming more practical due to the
emergence of large data platforms and various deep learning
algorithms with the ability to analyze big sets of unstructured
data [2]. Through text mining, it is possible to focus on text
data instead of other more structured forms of data examined in
data mining. However, both the processes involve organizing
and structuring the data in a particular fashion before subjecting
it to qualitative and quantitative analysis. Text mining
comprises of a wide set of algorithms and topics for analyzing
texts and spanning different communities [3]. Some of the
common text mining tools include text clustering, text
visualization, and association rule extraction. Text clustering
rests on the cluster hypothesis that argues that clustering is
possible when the relevant documents possess more similarities
with each other than with non-relevant documents. It is a
trustworthy technique that is largely applied in analyzing and
examining big sets of data akin to data mining [4]. Moreover, it
is proven that text clustering remains an effective tool for
theme analysis of texts, while it also facilitates topic analysis
technique where named parties with concurrent occurrences are
categorized together and the frequent entity is placed in various
sets by using the graph-based approach [5]. Currently, the
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procedure of topic ranking in a dynamic set of data is gaining
the attention of researchers using text clustering in the digital
field [6, 7]. Even though text clustering remains vital in
browsing and navigation processes, various text clustering
strategies fail to address challenges such as space complexity
and high time, less robustness, privacy risks, inability to
comprehend contextual elements of words, etc.
Authors in [8] propose an efficient text-based clustering
framework. They determined the similarities between words by
using the cosine similarity. The data vector was designed from
the component similarities and was later used to compute the
clustering particles. Following mutation to maximize
clustering, the framework is examined by using Mean Square
Error (MSE), Processing Time (PT), and Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR) [9]. The findings indicate that the proposed
framework produces optimal PSNR, MSE and PT compared to
the Pair-wise Random Swap (PRS) and Fuzzy CC Means
(FCM) approaches. Authors in [10] reported that another way
of overcoming challenges to text mining such as data
dimension reduction and extraction is by using a deep learning
vocabulary network [10]. The vocabulary network’s design is
based on closely related word sets that contain the concurrence
relations of terms or words. Here, the frequency in feature
vectors is replaced with the significance of words in terms of
page rank and vocabulary network to create exact feature
vectors that depict the meanings of text clustering. When the
deep-learning vocabulary network was compared to other
approaches such as representative algorithms, the results
demonstrate that feature vectors determined by using deep
learning vocabulary network portray improved clustering
performance. Furthermore, in addressing the diversity and
complexity of natural language, the semantically responsive
text clustering approach has been proposed in [11]. The authors
suggest an extension-oriented modeling approach along with a
similarity aggregation method and a space construction
method. This approach has the ability to improve semantic
sensitivity during the text mining process by organizing the
generated clusters into different granularities [12]. The
effectiveness of this approach is confirmed through recognized
examinations of clustering data-sets and algorithms. Authors in
[13] collected and textually analyzed various documents from
six scientific databases. Text clustering was shown to be
effective in matching texts from natural language documents.
In cases where similarity was not detected, they attested it to
ambiguity or interrelations between analyzed text documents.
Cosine similarity is still the most common metric of similarity.
The collection of sentences is carried out by selecting sentences
from each cluster on of basis of term frequency and inverse
term frequency rankings in this same cluster [14].
B. Association Rule Extraction
Approaches associated with association rule extraction
focus on identifying the relationships in a big set of variables in
data-sets. Association-Rule Mining (ARM) strategies identify
the variable-value arrangements that occur repeatedly. It is also
called knowledge discovery because it is likened to correlations
analysis that focuses on the associations between two variables
[15]. The association procedures for text mining focus on
exploring the relationships among various factual notions or
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topics used to describe a body of data. The primary objective is
to discover the vital association rules comparative to a body of
data in such a manner that the existence of particular topics in
articles may resemble the existence of other topics. Some
researchers agree that association rule mining is a prominent
research field that used to unearth frequent patterns and
arrangements in repositories of synthetic or real-world data-sets
[16]. Association rule mining underscores that various
associations are related or occur among a group of datasets in
the database [17]. In many ARM approaches, the rules are
evaluated from two main measures, namely confidence and
support. Support is the aggregate number of text data that are
associated with each other in the database, while confidence is
the portion of data-sets that contains associated text data in the
database. Here, the researcher employs a prior algorithm to find
frequently occurring items over transaction data sets, and the
technique is effective in matching similar and dissimilar text
data to offer insight for decision-making. Some researchers
argue that association rule extraction remains an effective
approach of finding accurate and vital knowledge from an
assortment of documents.
Today, information technology and the internet are
platforms that provide huge amounts of data and information to
users [18]. However, a major issue facing text matching is that
searching and finding precise and crucial information may be
time-consuming or lead to misunderstandings. Creating a
method to generate knowledge discovery through the
association rule extraction proves to be effective in both saving
time and avoiding misunderstandings. Authors in [19] support
the use of a temporal approach in extracting negative and
positive association rules from texts. Data extraction by using
the temporal approach is not popular amongst the ARM
researchers, especially for negative associations. However, the
researchers insist that the rule allows the researchers to answer
essential questions when applying association rules, which
boosts the trustworthiness of the resulting association rules for
use in matching texts. Traditionally, association analysis is an
unsupervised strategy mostly evident in knowledge discovery
assignments. Therefore, the majority of the relevant studies
focus on simplifying association rules and improving the
performance of algorithms. However, other problems arise
when association rules are created and applied in various
domains. Some of the main challenges the association rules
algorithms face include obtaining non-interesting association
rules, discovering a huge number of rules, and poor algorithm
performance [20]. Troubleshooting for these problems should
focus on the objective of an association model and its origin.
C. Word Cloud
Another text mining technique in common use is word
cloud. As noted, a word cloud or tag cloud is the visual
representation of a word for a particular written content
arrangement according to its frequency [21]. It is amongst the
most common methods for graphically presenting text data,
which makes it vital for examining different kinds of texts such
as written opinions or short answers to a questionnaire or
survey [22]. It is a preliminary phase during the in-depth
analysis of particular text material and the needed information.
Nevertheless, this technique faces various challenges. A major
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drawback is that word cloud fails to contemplate the linguistic
knowhow about text words and corresponding associations
with a specific subject when offering a numerical summary to
the isolated words [23]. As a result, in the majority of the
systems, the word clouds are usually used in a numerical
manner to summarize texts and offer little or no chance to
correlate the data. Authors in [24] provide the findings of a set
of controlled research experiments that demonstrate that
layouts where text words are structured into visually and
semantically distinctive categories are more efficient and
effective for acknowledging underlying topics compared to
ordinary world cloud designs. The white space separators and
spatially grouped color coding lead to considerably powerful
understanding of the fundamental topics as compared to an
ordinary word design or layout. As a result, data mining experts
are developing data-sets for visually and semantically distinct
category identification tasks for use in replicating results for
word cloud formats and designs in the future [25]. Authors in
[26] agree that word cloud remains an effective text matching
tool in writing and reading classes, especially English classes
for ESL learners. During the decade, many word cloud
applications were designed to provide additional visual appeal
to slide shows, posters, and websites amongst others. For
writing and reading classes, word clouds are vital for reducing
reading time and helping with vocabulary and writing
comprehension. Moreover, word clouds are also used for
addressing rhetoric elements in instructors’ assignment
descriptions, syllabuses, and students’ essays. The process
locates a collection of vocabulary in texts for use in creating
word clouds that assist students in understanding and
summarizing texts, learning collocations and spellings, finding
synonyms, and avoiding repetition, and using word maps for
creating tone.
D. Natural Language Processing
NLP is a sub field of artificial intelligence and computer
science preoccupied with interactions and associations between
human and computer languages. It is also applicable to
machine learning algorithms for deciphering texts and speech.
It has gained considerable attention in the field of computer
science and text matching in particular. Unlike ordinary
machine learning roles that deal with structured data, it deals
with unstructured text data [27]. Also, one of the types of NLP
called sentiment analysis, is a new hybrid approach for the
analysis of social problems. It extracts the views from each
statement, builds opinion structures of communication, and
then decides their social issue alignments [28]. String searching
algorithms are the most common NLP tools for use in text
matching. In string searching, an algorithm is used to identify
and isolate a location where a single or several strings and
patters are found in a large body of text data. Some of the most
common algorithms are Brute Force, Boyer-Moore Horspool,
Rabin-Karp, and Knuth-Morris-Pratt.
Authors in [29] found that a major challenge the pattern
matching algorithms face is memory consumption, with the
majority of the algorithms focusing on achieving efficiency at
the expense of memory use. They offer a new idea to address
both by using an algorithm that splits the query configuration
into two parts and uses the second part as a query string for use
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in searching the collection of large text data. The proposed
algorithm outperforms the S1 Algorithm on memory use and
time efficiency by increasing the length of a query
configuration. Authors in [30] proposed Bidirectional (BD)
Exact Pattern Matching (EPM) that introduces the novel idea of
comparing patterns by using the Selected Text Window (STW)
of a text string using a double pointer simultaneously during
the searching phase. The researchers identified that during the
pre-processing phase, the algorithm boosted the shift decisionmaking by comparing the mismatched and rightmost character
of its Partial Text Window (PTW) to its left at a similar shift
length. As a result, it reduced the time complexity of the preprocessing phase and was proved to be more effective than the
existing algorithms. The Boyer-Moore-Horspool algorithm
increases the efficiency of intrusion detection systems. Many
intrusion systems use various string-matching algorithms to
carry out searches for mischievous activities, but a major
challenge these algorithms face is longer processing time.
Authors in [31] found that improving the algorithm by adding a
hashing function called HBMH which is vital in reducing the
comparison time. As a result, the findings attest that an
enhanced algorithm performs faster and lowers processing
time. It was also discovered that a variation of the BoyerMoore algorithm led to other versions with comparative
advantages, disadvantages, and performance standards in
various conditions. The variants included BMH, BMHS,
BMSH2, BMI, and CBM. A BMH algorithm only applies the
bad character shift [31]. Regardless of the location of a
mismatch, the distance of a shift to the right it calculated by the
characters in text strings that are aligned to the last text or
string on the pattern strings. Since it removes the concept of
good-suffix, BMH is easy to apply [32]. Moreover, more jumps
are realized by using this algorithm. Furthermore, in case of a
mismatch, it is possible to determine the shift value by using
the char value instead of the mismatched character. However,
the BMHS algorithm focuses on calculating the bad char
function by considering the status of the next character to
determine a right off-set. As a result, a major advantage is that
the maximum shift is more than the pattern length by one [33].
However, a major issue is that fewer shifts are realized during a
mismatch [34-36].
III.
TEXT SIMILARITY MEASURES
There are four major categories of text similarities
measures. The string-based similarity measure is one of the
oldest methods. The main forms of string-based similarity
comprise both character-based similarity and token-based
similarity functions [36]. The corpus-based similarity follows
semantic approaches. The methodology aids in the
determination of similarity between two concepts in terms of
information from the respective corpora, which is a collection
of electronic, spoken, or written text. These methods enshrine
some predefined set of sentences coupled with their translation
in other dialects, with the intention of matching the input text
within the corpus and the final translations [36]. The
knowledge-based similarity measures are defined as a series of
semantic measures enlisted for information adopted from
semantic networks. The aim of such information is geared
towards the identification of the extent of similarity within
words. Knowledge-based similarity consists of semantic
Alqahtani et al.: A Survey of Text Matching Techniques
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relatedness and semantic similarity. Hybrid classification
similarity measures do not form a distinct group. They are
combinations of the previous approaches in an effort to attain
their merits [36]. These approaches work on recursive
approaches to tackle limitations of the other measures.
TABLE I.
Text
matching
techniques
Text
mining

Text
clustering

IV.
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LITERATURE REVIEW SUMMARY

The reviewed methods, their advantages and disadvantages
are summarized in Table I. Some of the research studies that
contributed to solving specific problems of text matching
techniques are summarized in Table II.
TEXT MATCHING METHODS

Definition

Advantages

Disadvantages

The process of analyzing and exploring
large sets of unstructured data to identify
and isolate topics, keywords, concepts,
patterns, and other elements evident in
data sets
It rests on the hypothesis that clustering is
possible when relevant documents possess
more similarities with each other
compared to non-relevant documents

It is possible to focus on text data instead of other more
structured forms of data examined in data mining, but
both processes involve first organizing and structuring
the data in a particular fashion before subjecting them to
qualitative and quantitative analysis

Depends on other methods.

It is a trustworthy technique that is largely applied in
analyzing and examining big sets of data akin to data
mining

Less efficient approach

Word
cloud

Word cloud or tag cloud is the visual
representation of used words arranged
according to their frequency

It is simple and the most common method for graphically
presenting text data

Fails to contemplate the linguistic
knowhow about text words and
corresponding associations with a
specific subject

Brute
force
algorithm

BD EPM that introduces a novel idea of
comparing patterns by using the STW of a
text string using a double pointer
simultaneously during the searching phase

Efficient on memory use and time efficiency by
increasing the length of a query configuration

Complex to use

BoyerMoore
Horspool
algorithm

It increases the efficiency of intrusion
detection systems

Easy to apply as it removes the concept of good suffix

Less shift is realized during a
mismatch because of the character
next to the last character, but not
aligned or associated with the last
pattern

TABLE II.
Ref

Text matching
type

Problem

EXAMPLES OF TEXT MATCHING TECHNIQUES

Approach used

Processes

Results
Generates a percentage of the similarity
of the document, but the efficiency of
processing time needs improvement

Year

[38] String

Used for paralogism
detection

String matching

N-gram with Dice’s similarity
coefficient

[39] Semantic

To detect intelligent
plagiarism

Topic modeling

Semantic text alignment based on Topic modeling is a potential solution for
2016
sentence-level topic modeling
detecting intelligent plagiarism

To solve the semantic
gap in text matching

Enhanced text matching method
Semantic transformation based on the Cycle GAN
model
combined with the transformer
network

[40]

Semantic
transformation

Hybrid
Knowledge
[41]
Neural Network
(NN)

Long text brings a big
challenge to NN-based
Knowledge Enhanced
text matching
Hybrid NN (KEHNN)
approaches due to their
complicated structures

[42] Knowledge

To automatically
answer medical
questions online

V.

Shows that KEHNN can significantly
The three channels are processed
outperform the state-of-the-art matching
by a convolutional NN to
models and particularly improve
generate high level features for
matching accuracy on pairs with long
matching
text

The method consists of frequent
Knowledge Abstraction segment N-gram mining, medical
Matching (KAM)
knowledge abstraction, medical
method
segment matching and answer
reretrieval

DISCUSSION

The similarity between words can be expressed in lexical
similarity terms (similar sequence of characters) or semantic
similarity (same meaning) [37]. Lexical similarity is based on
string-based tools or algorithms [37, 43]. String-based
algorithms for lexical similarity matching fall into two
www.etasr.com

The semantic matching is improved
significantly

Generates more quality answers for
Melody QA with a significant
improvement of question coverage under
acceptable accuracy

2019

2020

2018

2019

categories [37]. The first category consists of character-based
algorithms such as LCS, Damerau Levenshtein, Jaro, and Ngram [43, 44]. The second category consists of term-based
algorithms, such as the Cosine similarity, Block Distance,
Euclidean Distance, Jaccard similarity, and Matching
Coefficient [45]. However, semantic similarity techniques are
more rational in finding substantial relationships between texts
Alqahtani et al.: A Survey of Text Matching Techniques
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[37]. Some of the innovative string-based tools include
SimMetrics [45], SimPack, FLAMINGO, and Alignment API
[46]. These tools have one major drawback, which is that they
do not provide semantic analysis of texts. Semantic analysis is
based on Corpus-based and knowledge-based algorithms [43].
Corpus-based similarity matching techniques have gained
widespread application. The most popular corpus-based
technique is the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), which
assumes that words with similar meaning occur in similar texts.
Although LSA is easy to implement and offers good
performance, it has inherent limitations for non-linear
situations due to its linear approach and the probabilistic model
may fail to match the observed data [47]. An alternative
method is to use Latent Semantic Indexing, which overcomes
synonymy [48]. Another technique based on the corpus
approach is the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA), such as the
Wikipedia-based technique, which represents texts in the form
of high-dimensional vectors [49]. Although ESA has proven
useful in handling different contexts, it was found that the
algorithm exhibits unexpected behavior [49]. Knowledge-based
approaches rely on information from semantic networks to
determine the degree of similarity. The most popular
knowledge-based tool is the WordNet, which consists of a
lexical database of English words interlinked with conceptual
relations [50]. Recently, there have been attempts to combine
multiple approaches. The SimAll tool combines features of
string, knowledge, and corpus similarity approaches [51]. The
best tool for semantic analysis is SimAll because it combines
lexical and semantic analysis at different levels of granularity
[28].
VI.
CONCLUSION
Some of the common text mining tools include text
clustering, text visualization, and association rule extraction.
Even though text clustering remains vital in browsing and
navigation processes, various text clustering strategies have
disadvantages such as space complexity and high
computational time, reduced robustness, privacy risks, and
inability to comprehend contextual elements of words. When
the deep-learning vocabulary network is compared to other
approaches such as the representative algorithms, the results
demonstrate that feature vectors determined by using deep
learning vocabulary network portray improved clustering
performance. Rule mining underscores that various
associations are related or occur among a group of data-sets in
the database. In string searching, an algorithm is used to
identify and isolate a location where a single or several strings
and patters are found in a large body of textual data. Some of
the most common algorithms include Brute Force, BoyerMoore Horspool, Rabin-Karp, and Knuth-Morris-Pratt
algorithms.
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